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MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL - OFFICIAL INSPECTION REPORT

FACILITY NAME

LOCATION

MAILING ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                         þFACILITY     ¨OWNER     ¨ACCOUNT

FACILITY IDTIME IN TIME OUT RELATED ID

DATE

PE

ACTION:

RESULT:

SERVICE:

IDENTIFIER: 

INSPECTOR

PERMIT EXPIRATIONREINSPECTION DATE

EGGMASTER INC 7/16/2015 Not Specified 8/31/2015

10863 FREMONT ST, YUCAIPA, CA 92399

FA0007341 9:24 AM 12:03 PM

Andrea Bettencourt

4001

None

040 - VECTOR - BILLABLE INSPECTION SERVICE

005 - CORRECTIVE ACTION / FOLLOW UP REQU

003 - REINSPECTION REQUIRED

10863 FREMONT ST, YUCAIPA, CA 92399

PR0010397

MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL - Poultry Ranch Permit ALL

No Violations Cited

 Overall Inspection Comments

Spoke to Jennifer and we are scheduling a supervisor hearing with the city of yuciapa, our management staff and the 

ranch. Ranch purchased the granule of the triazide just before we got there and started applying while we were here and 

the stuff works better than the spray. Can see an improvement. He is spot spraying in all houses now can see dead larva 

and larva that is dying. Drying pad looks alot better it is dry and there is no breeding. Went over how to replace the wet 

with dry. Told ranch hand to make a mound and not just a flat spot the hole should be filled and the same height as the 

rest of the manure. Ranch needs to continue with what they are doing. Ranch needs to continue with removing wet 

manure and replacing with dry. Ranch need to remove the manure from the concrete aprons in all houses daily. Ranch 

needs to stop the water line from jumping when the chickens move in the cage this is what is causing the wet manure on 

the aprons.  Witness ranch putting down the pesticide. Ranch needs to continue working on the bait stations when they 

have time. The dead holes the ranch stated they are spraying daily told them they need to put a layer a dry dirt over it at 

night. Ranch hired new hands that will work the night shift. Ranch to continue adulticiding 2 x a day. Ranch to continue 

to turn drying pad 2 times a day and spraying it as well.
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